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Universal geometric transformation method PGT for aircraft design
Alexander Nikolsky, anikolskiii@gmail.com, Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute
named after Professor N. E. Zhukovsky, Russia
The original technique for CAD/ CAE applications of generating aerodynamic shapes
is developed.
The universal geometric ‘parent function/generating functions’
transformation method, PGT, is proposed which creates the compact design space
covering the entire class of wireframe contours for the design of basic aircraft elements

The wireframe concept is commonly used
for surface generation of basic elements
of aircraft, such as wing, blade, control
surfaces and fuselage. From the one
hand it is important to parameterize a
wireframe with a reasonable accuracy for
CAD applications; from another hand it is
important to establish a minimal
parameters amount for reaching the
accuracy sufficient for CAE design
applications. The known techniques of
parameterization [1- 7] are based on
limited class of functions and not suitable
for an arbitrary geometry representation.
So it is important to find a universal
mathematical formulation to cover the
entire set of possible wireframe shapes.
Further the basic principles of a new
approach are outlined.
1. WIREFRAME OF WING/BLADE TYPE
1.1 AIRFOIL SPLINE
First, consider the wireframe consisting of
wing/blade cross sections and its basic
element, an airfoil.
For definiteness
consider the upper airfoil surface,
represented
by
tabular
function
yi ( xi ), i = 1,..., N and perform a coordinate
transformation: x = x , witch allows
removing singularity at the rounded nose

at x = 0 . If ru is the radius of the upper
dy
(0) = 2ru . Now
nose curvature, then
dx
in the auxiliary x - y plane the tabular
function can be interpolated by a
conventional cubic spline called airfoil
spline S N( a ) . Its first design application is
published in [8]:
3

S N( a ) (x ) = å ai (x - xi ) k , i = 1,..., N
k =0

When the number of points m is taken
less than N, this spline approximates a
function y ( x) with the certain accuracy,
which is necessary to establish. Further,
the sequence of m breakpoints xi ,
i = 1,..., m along an airfoil chord in plane
x - y is called a division and denoted Dm .
There were explored some array of
airfoils (more than 10) and the different
variants of division (in number of points
and their location along the chord) with
concentration points at the edges of the
airfoils. The numerical experiments
consisted in approximating an actual
geometry by splines S m( a ) , interpolating on
basic division DN and calculating the flow
about airfoils obtained. Full potential
(FPE) simulations were considered as a

good test because of one-to-one
correspondence between the pressure
coefficients CP ( x) and airfoil geometry.
Eventually established were three specific
divisions: D29 , D15 and D10 . The points of
a coarser division are included in the finer
division (see Figure 1.).
Further analysis is mainly based on the
calculated data obtained for the familiar
helicopter VR12 airfoil, tabulated in 41
upper and lower points [9].

d Swt = 3 ¸ 7 10-4 is a typical wind tunnel
model tolerance. Some amplitude rising
in the tail part is explained by the
smoothing effect (desirable) due to
reducing the number of points. Further on
the charts the designation d SR = d S 104 is
used.
This fact is illustrated in Figure 3, were
the curvature of the upper surfaces of the
actual and approximated airfoils are
depicted.
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Figure.1: Breakpoints locations along airfoil
chord.

The
accuracy
of
the
geometry
approximation is estimated in Figure 2,
where d S = S ( a ) ( x) - yU ( x) is the ordinate
deviations of approximated ( D29 ) airfoil
from actual airfoil ( D41 ).
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Figure 3: Curvature of the upper surfaces of
the actual and approximated airfoils

The corresponding pressure distributions
coefficients C p at M = 0.8, C L = 0 are
depicted in Figure 4. Here M - the Mach
number, C L - lift coefficient.
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Figure 2: Estimation of geometrical accuracy
of the basic airfoil spline approximation

The following relation is satisfied along
most of the chord: d S << d Swt . Here
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Figure 4 : Estimation of aerodynamic accuracy
of basic airfoil spline approximation

One can see a perfect match of the
pressure diagrams. Similar practically a
global match is also observed at other
flow conditions, and for the whole array of

(a)
airfoils examined. Thus, spline S 29
, based

on a division D29 with necessary and
sufficient accuracy approximates, in
general, arbitrary airfoil geometry.
Further, for brevity, this spline is called a
basic airfoil spline S B( a ) . This spline may be
considered as a suitable and accurate
analytical representation of wireframe
elements of wing/blade type for CAD/CAE
applications.
For smoothing a curvature instead of the
spline S B( a ) one can use a smoothing
(a)
basic airfoil spline S Bsm
. Recall that all the
splines are generating in the x - y plane,
dy
(0) is finite. The
where the derivative
dx
smoothing parameters were choosed in a
way that reduces the deviation in the
range d SR < 1 , as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Estimation of geometrical accuracy
of the basic ordinary and smoothing airfoil
splines approximation

Curvature of the upper airfoil surfaces
approximated by base ( S B( a ) ) and
(a)
smoothed base ( S Bsm
) splines are
depicted in Figure 6. This smoothing does
not degrade the agreement observed in
(a)
Figure 4, so spline S Bsm
may be
considered as an alternative form of basic
airfoil spline.
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Figure 6:
Curvature of the upper surface
curve approximated by the two types of basic
spline

1.2 AERODYNAMIC AIRFOIL SPLINE
For the purposes of the aircraft design the
number of design variables must be
minimized, but still possible to get airfoil
performances with sufficient accuracy.
The one of the best way to check the
aerodynamic accuracy is solving an
inverse problem. The target pressure
distributions were predicted by FPE
simulation. The inverse problems were
solved by minimizing of the functional J,
equivalent to the standard deviation of the
pressure distribution from the target:

1

)

k

2

J=

M

å D(C
i =1

pi

- C pT i ) 2 / N . Here C pT - the

target pressure distribution ( D29 ). A set of

yui (xi ) and yli (xi ) , i = 1,..., m were used as
the design variables Since the locations
of the leading and trailing edges of the
airfoil are fixed, the design variables
number becomes mDV = 2(m-2). It was
found that the effectiveness of the
optimization procedure can be improved
by alternating using of two subspaces of
design variables yui (xi ) and yli (xi ) ,
wherein mDV =m. The second factor in
accelerating the procedure was to use the
coarse division solution as an initial
approximation for calculating the fine
division solution.

Based on comparison of the inverse
problems solutions for array of airfoils and
divisions there were established minimum
final division D10 and the division D15
having an approximating accuracy of
calculated pressure distribution near to
the basic division, D29 . Full comparative
analysis was carried out for three specific
helicopter
airfoils
flow
conditions:
M = 0.4, CL = 1.5 (near CL max ); M = 0.6,
CL = 0.6 (near (CL / CD ) max ); M = 0.8,
CL = 0 (near M DD ). Here M DD - the drag

divergence
Mach
number,
CL max maximum lift coefficient, CD - drag
coefficient.
Data are presented for airfoils based on
approximating splines (divisions D10 , D15 ,
basic D29 ), and the airfoil obtained from
the inverse problem solution (division
D10 ), designated in figures as D10 (inv).
The pressure distributions curves for the
divisions D15 and D15 (inv) in all regimes
are practically identical with target
pressure distribution (so graphs are
ommited). Pressure distributions curves
for division D10 at subsonic regimes are
also close to the target distributions.
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Figure 8:
The pressure distribution over
original ( D29 ) and optimized airfoils, M = 0.8,

CL = 0, FPE predictions

However, at transonic regime, Figures 7,8
show that the pressure distribution of the
inverse problem solution, D10 (inv), is in
more better agreement with the target
pressure distribution than that one for
approximated airfoil, D10 .
In order to evaluate the quantative
aerodynamic accuracy, the performances
of the studied airfoils were predicted by
CFD RANS calculations. Figures 9, 10
illustrate an excellent agreement of
dependences CL (a ) and CL (CD ) with
target ones ( D29 ) at subsonic regimes.
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Figure 9: Llift curve vs of AoA, M =0.4
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Figure 7 The pressure distribution over
original ( D29 ) and approximated airfoils,

M = 0.8, CL = 0, FPE predictions

The same tendency is observed at
transonic regimes (see Figures 11, 12),
only slight difference in dependencies
Cm 0 ( M ¥ ) and CD 0 ( M ¥ ) is observed and
the M DD values are almost coincide.
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Figure 10:
M =0.6
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1.3 WIREFRAME OF FUSELAGE TYPE
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S ( a ) constructed from about 10 points, and
the aerodynamic performances of the
multiregime airfoils can be optimized
using about 20 design variables, involving
in the optimization process alternately two
groups of 10 variables. This spline is
called aerodynamic airfoil spline and
denote S A( a ) .
If necessary, the optimization process
may consist of an additional qualifying
phase. At this stage the number of points
may be increased. It does not complicate
a procedure because of computer code
stays the same. Only one string has to be
read for changing the division.
It should be recalled that the claimed
results are confirmed on a limited array of
airfoils. However, they seem to be valid
for any wing/blade wireframe made up of
smooth curves.
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Figure 11:
Drag coefficient at zero lift vs
Mach number

The cross sections curve of fuselage
type body has a two rounded edges.
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Figure 12:
Pitching moment coefficient at
zero lift vs Mach number

The similar results (qualitative and
quantitative) were obtained for the array
of airfoils considered. Thus, it is important
that the geometry of the airfoil with
accuracy sufficient for the aerodynamic
design can be parameterized by splines

Figure 13: a- points locations; b- Estimation
of geometrical accuracy of the body spline
approximation

So to eliminate an additional singularity
one can use another coordinate
transformation
x = arccos (1- 2 x ) p/ .
Repeating above analyses one gets a
body spline representation S ( b ) in a new
x -y plane. For example Figures 13 b

confirms the good accuracy of circle
approximation by spline S ( b ) based on
division D11 . The points distribution is
depicted in figure 13 a.
Finally, one can notice that the splines
S ( a ) and S (b ) can be used in generating a
complex 3-d wireframe geometries in
CAD systems and in fast regenerating of
the computational meshes. These splines
can as well be used for forming a
universal (in number and location of
points along the chord) of the geometric
aircraft
database.
Moreover,
any
geometrical wireframe parameters can be
determined analytically.
2 UNIVERSAL PGT METHOD
2.1 PARENT
FUNCTIONS

AND

GENERATING

However for CAE optimization using
points
yi , i = 1, ..., m as the design
variables is not always effective due to
additional shape control and overlapping
the ranges of their changing. So an
alternative original method PGT [10] was
developed.
Let’s upper and lower surface curves are
defined
as
and
yu (x ) = yu max fu (x )
yl (x ) = yl min fl (x ) , where yu max and yl min
are maximums of functions. The ‘parent’
function one defines as follows:
f p = 4x (1 - x ) . Notice that the sets of
values of functions

fp,

fu ,

fl

xl =

(1 ± 1 - fl )
2

2

.
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Figure 14 Scaled
parent function

shape

1

functions

,

generating

functions for VR12 airfoil are depicted in
Figure 15.

and

Two curves xu (x ) and xl (x ) look as
chromosomes and sequences xui and xli
as chains of genes defining geometric
airfoil family genotype. By adding two
additional genes yu max and yl min one
obtains a unique instance of the airfoil
family. When fu or fl is not monotonic
after its maximum it is replaced by ft
based on airfoil thickness distribution
witch is usually monotonic.
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arranged in the same manner as in
Figure 14. It allows using the simple
relations to define functions generating an
arbitrary airfoil family: xu =
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Figure 15: Generating functions for VR-12
airfoil. 1- xu (x ) , 2- xl (x )

It is necessary to note that functions
xu (x ) , xl (x ) and xt (x ) are monotonically
increasing from 0 to 1 and belong to
limited class of functions but cover the
entire class of possible airfoil shapes. For

interpolating in x u - x plane an ordinary
cubic spline, called ksi-spline, is used.

Thus PGT method, based on design
variables xui , xli or xti , i = 2,...., 9 , using

The compact design space for
blade/wing design has a simple
interpretation as a closed region on x u - x
plane, as shown in Figure 16 for an array
of airfoils. Using low fidelity solver
predictions the design space may be
simply reduced for more economical high
fidelity solver calculations. Besides the
number of design variables may be
changed in the design process without
additional coding.

splines S A(a) with total about 18 design
variables seems to be a perspective
optimization technique.
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demonstrates how the next airfoil
geometry constructs from a previous
geometry.
It is an additional provement
universality of PGT method.
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Another interesting design plane is
plane. For many airfoils the
xu - xt
dependency x u (x t ) is near to a linear
dependency (see Figure 18).
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Figure 16: Design variables space
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Figure 18: VR-12 airfoil design variables
space

Note, that for airfoil with finite trailing
edge thickness the parent function has a
more complicated form:

f p = 4a p x (1 - a p x ) , where
a p = ( 1 - d te / ymax + 1) / 2 .

2.2 COMPARISON OF PGT AND CST
PARAMETERIZATIONS
Recently, in many studies, the CST
method [6] of airfoil parameterization
(Class
Function/
Shape
function
Transformation) has
become very
popular. In this method, the airfoil curves
are represented in the following
form: y =

x (1 - x) s ( x) . The function

c( x) = x (1 - x)

is called the class
function, the function s ( x ) is called the
shape function, and its form is declared
¥

i
as: s ( x) = å ai x . Further, following this
i=0

suggestion, the function s ( x ) has a finite
'

derivative at x = 0 : s (0) = a1 . In fact,
these arguments are valid only for a
limited subclass of possible curves.
Obviously, in the neighborhood of point
x = 0 , an arbitrary curve, having finite
curvature of the leading edge radius, R ,
can be represented in the form:

y = 2 Rx + O( x a ) , where a ³ 1 . This
implies the general asymptotic expansion
for
the
shape
function:

s( x) = 2 R + O( x
expansion
'

s ( x) ~ O( x

a -1/ 2

) and asymptotic
its
derivative:

for

a - 3/ 2

general the introduction of a class
function does not allow eliminating the
singularity of the derivative of the shape
function.
The PGT technique and the concept of an
airfoil spline make it possible to formulate
a really “fundamental” parameterization
method, covering a general class of airfoil
geometries without any restrictions.
In PGT technique the parent function is
used
instead
of
class
function.
Generating functions always have no
singularity (

d xu
(0) = rc / 8 ) and play
dx

the role of shape function. For airfoil
spline
parameterization
the
role
prescribed to the class function performs
an elementary coordinate transformation,

x = x . The role of the shape function
performs the function y (x) always
having a finite derivative in the auxiliary
x - y plane.
Taking into account the finiteness of the
derivative of the functions y (x) , xU (x ) we
have a sufficient reason to approximate
them by the Bernstein polynomial of order
n

n: BPOn( x) = å K r , n(1 - x)
r=0

).

8

¥

y( x) = b0 x + å bi x . It generates a
i

i =0

shape function having an infinite
derivative at x = 0 , if b1 ¹ 0 . Thus, in

x

.

d SR
1

6

Therefore, the declaration of the
finiteness of the derivative of the shape
function at x = 0 , as well as the CST
method itself, is valid only for a ³ 3 / 2 .
Such a restriction, of course, narrows the
class
of
airfoil
shapes,
the
parameterization of which is possible with
the CST method. For example, a classic
polynomial function has a form:
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Figure 18: Approximations accuracy of SSCA09 airfoil upper surface: 1- WTT; 2CST(BPO15); 3- y (x) (BPO11), PGT(BPO11)

In the case of y (x) approximation one
obtains
the
following
analytical
approximation
of
arbitrary
tabular
function y ( x) :
n

y ( x ) = å a r(1 - x )
r=0

n -r r / 2 .

x

This

original

representation has no analog in literature.
Figure 18 shows the typical wind tunnel
model coordinates tolerances WTT, and
the differences between the actual upper
surface coordinates of the Sikorsky
SSC-A09 airfoil and coordinates of the
airfoil approximated by the CST method
using the 15th degree Bernstein
polynomial (BPO15) and coordinates of
this
airfoil,
approximated
in
the
x - y plane and xu - x plane by the
Bernstein polynomial of the 11th degree
(BPO11). The present methods provide a
good approximation because of no
restrictions imposed. Minor differences in
the tail region are due to the smoothing
effect when the fast changing curvature of
tabular function takes place. The
unsatisfactory CST approximation in the
vicinity of the leading edge is due to an
incorrect declaration (in this case) of the
finiteness of the derivative of the shape
function at x = 0 .
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Figure 19: Pressure distributions: 1airfoil; 2- CST(BPO15)

actual

Figure 19 confirms that not always the
CST approximation method leads to
satisfactory
results.
The
similar
conclusion is valid for OA family airfoils.

In contrast, the approximation by the
presented techniques reproduces the
actual distribution of the pressure
coefficient with the good accuracy. The
data presented clearly demonstrate that it
(a)

is the S
and PGT technique that
allows to obtain a fundamental parametric
representation of the airfoil geometry.
2.3 DETAILES OF PGT METHOD
Notice, the use of Bernstein polynomial
coefficients as design variables is limited
by the fact that it is problematic to
establish the range of their variation
needed to localize the space of design
variables when searching for the global
optimum of the objective function.
Therefore, apparently, the area of their
application is limited to the search for a
local optimum in the neighborhood of a
known geometry. So the generating the
geometry in PGT technique uses the
following steps:
1 Generating the design space in xu - x
plane (see Figure 16);
2 Choosing the design variables division
Dm , and giving xui (xi ) , i=1,…,m;
3 Ordinary spline Iinterpolating the
function xu known at m design points to

fit the basic distribution, x Bi , i = 1,..., M ,
needed for detailed geometry description
and flow simulations;
Sometimes to improve the convergence
at the beginning of the design process
interpolated functions xu (x) needs
smoothing to avoid not aerodynamical
shape, so it may be the additional step 4:
4
Approximating
(simultaneously
smoothing) the function xu (x) by
Bernstein polynomial or by smoothing
cubic spline (see Figure 20).
Recall that entire airfoil geometry is
generated by two of the three functions

xu (x) , xl (x) , xt (x) and two of three
parameters
yu max ,
yl min ,
yt min
respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS
The universal wireframe geometry
representation is illustrated on the
example of 2D wireframe elements of
airfoil and “body” types. When wireframe
consists of not plane elements the 3d
curve maybe decomposed on two plane
curves.
This technique allows providing one-toone
reproducing
an
arbitrary
wing/blade/body tabular wireframe curve
with generating & parent functions. Two
ways
of
approximation
and
parameterization for aircraft design are
described. The first uses a concept of
airfoil/body splines, and the second- a
concept of ksi-splines.
The universality of PGT geometry is
demonstrated by the possibility of building
one airfoil geometry from another
arbitrary geometry.
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